Calendar Base
(also known as Cooking with Jeff and Mario)
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History

- Extended Calendar
- Versatile Calendar
- JW Calendar
- TT Calendar
- Extension Coordination Team
- Calendar Base Development Team
- 2 Years of Development
- 2000 Subversion Commits
- 500 Tickets Closed
- 20 Versions Released
- Calendar Base Version 1.0
The Basics
Backend Data Entry
Frontend Output
Standards
iCalendar

• Open standard supported by many desktop and web applications

• Core data format for Calendar Base, used in both import and export
iCalendar Export
RSS

- Supported by a variety of feed readers such as Google Reader, NetNewsWire and many more
- One of many output formats for Calendar Base
Demo RSS Export
Customization
Typoscript
plugin.tx_cal_controller {
  {view}.{object}. {property}
}

plugin.tx_cal_controller {
  month.event.title {
    crop = 5
  }
}
Templates
External Data
Resources

- Learn more at the demo site
  http://typo3-calendar.org

- Get help on the newsgroup
  typo3.projects.calendar at lists.netfielders.de

- Report bugs on the development site
  http://svn.webempoweredchurch.org
Still hungry?

Stick around for the Calendar Base Workshop